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2,577,765 

PACKAGNG BEVERAGENFUSOR. UNTS 
HAVING STRING HANDLES AND TAGS 

Hans 0. Irmscher, East Hempstead, N. Y., as 
signor to National Urn Bag Co. Inc., a corpora 
tion of New York 

Application June 26, 1948, Serial No. 35,373 
(C. 99-171) 9 Claims. 

This invention relates to the filling or packag 
ing art, and more particularly is directed to car 
tons or packages containing a plurality of units, 
such as tea balls, having string-handles and tags 
in an improved arrangement to facilitate re 
moval individually and a novel method of pro 
ducing said arrangement in the carton or pack 
age. 
Among the objects of the invention is to gen 

erally improve the packaging arrangement of a 
group of units such as tea balls, having string 
handles and tags, which shall be easy and cheap 
to assemble and provide an improved method of 
manufacture, which shall be capable of quantity 
production on automatic high speed packaging 
machines, which shall provide Said arrangement 
of the group of tea balls within the package or 
carton to facilitate removal of each tea ball in 
dividually, which shall present the tea balls in 
the package when open in an attractive manner, 
which shall expose advertisements or other read 
ing matter on the tags when the package is first 
opened and when the contents is partially re 
moved, and which package with said improved 
arrangement and method shall be practically and 
efficient to high degree in use. 
Other objects of the invention will in part be 

obvious and in part hereinafter pointed out. The 
invention accordingly consists of features of 
packaging arrangement and method, combina 
tion of elements and steps in the method, which 
will be exemplified in the arrangements and 
method hereinafter described and for which the 
Scope of the application will be indicated in the 
following claims. 
In the accompanying drawing in which is 

shown One possible illustrated embodiment of 
the invention. 

Fig. 1 is a prospective fragmentary view of the 
discharged end of an automatic tea ball making 
machine, showing an arrangement of the tea 
balls with String handles and tags trailing for 
delivery to a box or container just prior to being 
filled in practicing the invention. 

Fig. 2 is a fragmentary cross sectional view 
taken on line of 2-2 in Fig. 1, portion being 
broken away to expose the tea balls in the dis 
charge chute, and showing the box or container 
positioned in filling operation with tea balls in 
the improved arrangement embodying the inven 
tion. 

Fig. 3 is a top view of the improved package or 
carton showing tea balls having string-handles 
and tags arranged therein to embody the inven 
tion, the top wall of the package being cut away 
to expose the contents. 
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Fig. 4 is a fragmentary side view of the in 
proved package or carton showing the contents 
like Fig. 3, a side wall being cut away to expose 
the improved arrangement of the tea ball strung 
handles and tags. 

Fig. 5 is an end view of the package or carton 
corresponding to a Section as seen from lines 
5-5 in Fig. 4, showing the uppermost or top tea 
ball with the string-handles and tags of those 
following. 

Fig. 6 is a perspective view showing an open 
ended package or carton filled with tea balls ar 
ranged to embody the invention with the upper 
most Or top tea ball unit exposed ready to be re 
moved individually, and 

Fig. 7 is a front elevational view of one tea ball 
removed from the package. 

Referring to the drawing, O denotes a pack 
age or carton comprising a suitable box or con 
tainer W filled with a plurality of units of any 
construction, Such for example, tea-balls B, or 
the like beverage infusors, each having a string 
handle H, terminated by tag T arranged to facili 
tate the removal of said tea-balls B individually, 
Said package to with its contents of said units be 
ing assembled in an arrangement and by a 
method to embody the invention. 
Said units, when comprising tea-balls B of flat 

Square pillow shape construction may be manu 
factured by an automatic high speed machine M. 
of any well understood construction in quantity 
production delivered from a discharge chute D 
thereof in a finished condition and retained up 
standing on a 'bottom edge e of said tea-ball B 
on horizontally extending channel C with the 
string handle H anchored by suitable means such 
as a rivet R which secures the end of the end of 
String handle H on top seam joint i, of the tea 
ball B So that the string handles Hextend up over 
the Seam joint i; down across the midportion of 
the sides of tea-ball B fronting the discharge D, 
Said string handle H passing under said bottom 
edge e So that the T trails along channel C behind 
the leading tea-balls B as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. 
Where container W has a contents of a group 

of sixteen units, namely, tea-balls B, as shown in 
Fig. 3, the end or last tea ball B, of said group in 
the improved arrangement, that is, the leading or 
first to be individually removed when end flaps F. 
of container W are opened, as shown in Figs. 5 
and 6, has superimposed on side q of such tea 
ball B opposite said sides not only tag T thereof 
but also a tag T of the following tea balls B which 
would otherwise trail along. The other string 
handles Hand tags T are similarly positioned and 
extend between the tea-ball edges e and the ad 
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jacent walls of the container W as is clear from 
rigs. 2, 3, 4 and 5. 
In utilizing the invention, users simply open the 

end flaps f of package which exposes the neat 
and attractive arrangement of the contents as 
shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Advertisement or other 
reading matter r on tags T are rendered legible 
and tea-balls B may be readily removed in 
dividually by taking hold of a tag T and lifting 
out the attached tea-ball B as is clear from Pigs. 
3 to 6. 
In practising the method of the inventon, it is . 

seen from Figs. 1 and 2 that finished tea balls 3 
pass under a depression spring P and then along 
discharge chute D in an upright position each 
with a string handle H and T arranged as de 
scribed above, said tea-balls B being moved by 
a suitable group selector means G in timed rela 
tion with the operation of machine M onto der . 
livery end E of said chute D. Said delivery end 
E terminates in form of an open sided box holder 
which is sized and proportioned to fit inside of 
container W. 
The filling operation proceeds by the operator 

seating box W on delivery end holder E. Opera 
tion of machine Marranges the tea-ball B in suc 
cessive groups of a predetermined number of tea 
balls B, and as each container W is seated, a group 
of tea-balls B are inserted wholly therein as 
shown in Fig. 2, and flaps f closed to provide filled 
package 10. That is, a selected group of tea 
balls B arranged to upstand on said botton edges 
e each with string handle H extended Over the 
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top seam joints , across sides and under edge 
e so that each tag T trails with respect to the di 
rection of movement of the tea-balls B in fling 
container W, some of the tags T being disposed 
on side 9 when flaps fare folded down into closure 
position as is clear from Figs. 3, 4 and 5. 
The package O is thus assembled to embody 

the invention in which each has tea-balls B pack 
aged in groups of a uniform number of units, six 
teen as here shown, with the string handles H and 
tags T conveniently arranged for in removal in 
an improved and attractive manner when closure 
end flaps fare opened as shown in Fig. 6. 

It is thus seen, therefore, that there is provided 
an improved method and articles in which the ob 
jects of the invention are achieved and which are 
well adapted to meet all conditions of practical 
Se. 
As various possible embodiments may be made 

in the above invention for use for different pur 
poses and as various changes might be made in 
the embodiments and method, above set forth, 
it is understood that all the above matters here 
set forth or shown in the accompanying drawing 
are to be interpreted as illustrative and not in 
a limiting sense. 

Having thus described my invention, I claim 
as new and desire to secure by Letters Patent: 
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1. A packaging method for a plurality of indi 
vidual beverage infusor units each having a string 
handle secured by one end thereof only and ter 
minated by a tag at a free end thereof comprising 
the steps of arranging each unit with the string 
handle extending across a rear side thereof, now 
ing a predetermined number of said units as a 
group in a direction with said rear side and string 
handle leading and with the tag trailing, inserting 
said group wholly within a container through an 
opened closure, and closing said container closure 
with at least the last trailing tag positioned 
against a front side of said unit opposite said 
rear side. 
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2. A packaging method comprising the steps of . 

winding a string handle secured by one end there 
of only and terminated by a tag at a free- end of 
a pillow shaped beverage irusor around two 
spaced apart border edges and across an inter 
mediate flat side, stacking a plurality of said 
infusor with the wound about string handles into 
a symmetrically arranged group with the string 
handles of each infusor extending against ana 
other side of a next adjacent infusor, and advanc 
ing said group in a direction with the string han 
dle of each infusor leading and the tag thereof 
trailing. 

3. A packaging method as defined in claim 2 
which includes the steps of inserting said advanc 
ing group into a container through an open end 
thereof, and closing said container open end by 
folding at least one string handle and positioning 
the tag thereof against the exterior side of last 
infusor whereby the tags of said infusors are 
made accessible. On reopening said container end 
for successively removing individual infusors. 

4. A package comprising a container, a front 
end closure for the container, a predetermined 
number of flattened beverage infusor units each 
shaped and sized to conform substantially for fill 
ing a CrOSS Section of the container said group 
being arranged with a forward facing side of a 
leading unit thereof abutting said closure and 
forming a group enclosed in said container, a 
string-handle Secured by one end thereof only 
said unit by an anchorage at one end and termi 
nated by a tag at a free end thereof, said string 
handle extending across a rearwardly facing side 
of each of Said flattened units with each tag pros 
jecting beyond a bottom edge of each unit toward 
said closure and at a spaced distance from said 
anchorage, the tag of each leading unit being 
positioned that on opening said closure said units 
are made individually accessible successively. 

5. A package as 'defined in claim 4, in which 
each of said flattened units is rectangular shaped 
and formed with a top border edge to which the . 
end of said string-handle is secured by the ans 
chorage said string-handle being positioned to 
extend around said top border edge and under 
said bottom edge with the tag and the adjacent 
portion of the string-handle end retained free 
from Said anchorage. 

6. A package comprising a container, a front 
end closure wall for said container, a predeter 
mined number of flattened beverage infusor units 
forming a group enclosed in said container to sub 
stantially fill same in a superposed relation with 
respect to said wall, said group being arranged 
with a forwardly facing side of a leading unit 
of said group abutting said front end closed 
walls, each unit having a rearwardly facing 
side formed with a bottom edge, a string 
handle secured by one end thereof only to each 
unit terminated by a tag at a free-end thereof 
arranged with a string-handle extending across 
said rearwardly facing side and with the tags 
of some units projected forwardly beyond said 
bottom edges thereof, the unit adjacent said clo 
sure wall having the tag thereof interposed for 
free movement so that on opening said closure 
wall each unit may successively be removed by 
lifting the tag thereof to suspend the unit by the 
entire length of the string-handle. 

7. A package as defined in claim 6 in which 
said flattened unit comprises a rectangular pillow 
shaped tea-ball formed with a top border edge, an 
anchorage securing an end of the string-handle 

is opposite said tag to said top border edge, said 
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string-hand extending over said top border edge 
and from across said rearwardly facing side 
under the botton edge to a spaced distance short 
of said anchorage with tag of each tea ball in 
position for said successive removal being indi 

- vidually accessible on opening said front end 
closure wall. 

8. In a package identically formed flattened 
beverage infusor units, a string-handle termi 
nated by a tag Secured to each unit by an an 
chorage at an end of the string-handle only op 
posite said tag, said units being Symmetrically 
arranged and positioned in a compact group with 
the string handles extending acroSS One side of 
each unit and intermediate a next adjacent unit 
in a first direction, said tag of each unit extend ing therebeyond another next adjacent unit in 
an angular direction to said first direction with 
the tag and adjacent portion of the string-handle 
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free from said anchorage to permit removal of 20 
each successive unit for Suspension by the entire 
length of the string-handle. 

9. In a package, a group of identically formed 
flattened pillow shaped beverage infusors each 

... having a top border and a bottom edge, a string 
t : - 
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6 
handle secured by one end thereof only through 
an anchorage to the top border edge of each in 
fuSOr, Said string handle terminated at a free end 
thereof by a tag, the string-handle of a leading 
infusor of Said group extended around Said top 
border edge across one side of each infusor and 
around under the bottom edge a distance short 
of said anchorage and otherwise free therefrom 
to position the tags of individual infusors acces 
sible for removal of each unit from said group 
Successively for Suspension by the entire length 
of the string-handle. 
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